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Dm scale piano

This lesson is all about the D minor scale. There are three types of minor scales and we shall take a look at all of them here. They are the natural, melodic and harmonic minor scales. D Natural Minor Scale Let’s start with the D natural minor scale. This scale consists of the pitches, D, E, F, G, A, B♭, and C. Its key
signature consists of one flat. To learn more about this scale and others, check out my course, Learn Scales & Music Theory & Give Yourself An Upper Hand. Note Intervals Tonic: D is the 1st note of the D natural minor scale. Major 2nd: E is the 2nd note of the scale. Minor 3rd: F is the 3rd note of the scale. Perfect 4th:
G is the 4th note of the scale. Perfect 5th: A is the 5th note of the scale. Minor 6th: Bb is the 6th note of the scale. Minor 7th: C is the 7th note of the scale. Perfect 8th: D (one octave higher) is the 8th note of the D natural minor scale. Here’s the D minor scale on the treble clef.  Here’s the Dm scale on the bass clef.
Here’s the Dm scale on the piano keyboard. Dm Scale Degrees: Tonic: D Supertonic: E Mediant: F Subdominant: G Dominant: A Submediant: Bb Subtonic: C Octave: D The relative major key for the key of D minor is F major. A natural minor scale/key consists of the same notes as its relative major. The notes of the F
major scale are  F, G, A, B♭, C, D and E. As we’ve seen, the D natural minor uses these same notes, except that the sixth note of the major scale becomes the root note of its relative minor. The formula for forming a natural (or pure) minor scale is W-H-W-W-H-W-W. “W” stands for whole step and “H” stands for half step.
To build a D natural minor scale, starting on D, we take a whole step to E. Next, we take a half step to F. From F, a whole step takes us to G. Another whole step takes us to A. From A, we go up a half step to Bb. From Bb, we take a whole step to C. Lastly, one more whole step returns us to D, one octave higher. What
are the fingerings for the D minor scale? They are as follows: Notes: D, E, F, G, A, Bb, C, D Fingerings (Left Hand): 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 3, 2, 1 Fingerings (Right Hand): 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Thumb: 1, index finger: 2, middle finger: 3, ring finger: 4 and pinky finger: 5. Video – How to Play Dm Scale on piano/keyboard: Let’s now
take a look at the chords in the key of D minor. Chord i: D minor. Its notes are D – F – A. Chord ii: E diminished. Its notes are E – G – Bb. Chord III: F major. Its notes are F – A – C. Chord iv: G minor. Its notes are G – Bb – D. Chord v: A minor. Its notes are A – C – E. Chord VI: Bb major. Its notes are Bb – D – F. Chord
VII: C major. Its notes are C – E – G. What are the chords in the key of D minor natural? All about the key of Dm and its chords. D Harmonic Minor Scale Let’s now take a look at the D harmonic minor scale. To play a harmonic minor scale, you simply raise the seventh note of the natural minor scale by a half-step as you
go up and down the scale. For example: Natural D Minor Scale = D, E, F, G, A, B♭, C, D Harmonic D Minor Scale = D, E, F, G, A, B♭, C#, D The formula for forming a harmonic minor scale is W-H-W-W-H-W 1/2-H. (Whole step – half step – whole step – whole step – half step – whole step and a 1/2 step – half step.)
Harmonic Minor Scale Intervals Tonic: The 1st note of the D harmonic minor scale is D. Major 2nd: The 2nd note of the scale is E. Minor 3rd: The 3rd note of the scale is F. Perfect 4th: The 4th note of the scale is G. Perfect 5th: The 5th is A. Minor 6th: The 6th note is Bb. Major 7th: The 7th note is C#. Perfect 8th: The
8th note is D. Here’s a diagram of the harmonic D minor scale on piano. Here’s the scale on the treble clef. Here’s the scale on the bass clef. D harmonic minor scale on bass clef. D Melodic Minor Scale For the melodic minor scale, you raise the sixth and seventh notes of a scale by a half step as you go up the scale and
then return to the natural minor as you go down the scale. The notes of the D melodic minor scale ascending are: D, E, F, G, A, B, and C#. The notes of the A melodic minor scale descending are: D, E, F, G, A, Bb, and C (D natural minor scale). The formula for a melodic minor scale is whole step – half step – whole step
– whole step – whole step – whole step – half step. (W-H-W-W-W-W-H) The descending formula is the natural minor scale formula backwards. Melodic D Minor Scale Intervals Tonic: The 1st note of the D melodic minor scale is D. Major 2nd: The 2nd note of the scale is E. Minor 3rd: The 3rd note of the scale is F.
Perfect 4th: The 4th note of the scale is G. Perfect 5th: The 5th note of the scale is A. Major 6th: The 6th note of the scale is B. Major 7th: The 7th note of the scale is C#. Perfect 8th: The 8th note of the scale is D. Here’s a diagram of the melodic D minor scale on piano. Here’s the scale on the treble clef. Here’s the
scale on the bass clef. Remember that for the melodic minor scale, when descending, you play the natural minor scale. Home Page: How to Play Piano and Keyboard Comments Natural minor scales clearly illustrate how a minor scale is related to its relative major, how different modes can be derived from one diatonic
system by taking the same key signature and starting on different degrees. This is very easily demonstrated on the piano, where you can physically see the tones and semitones in a way that is more difficult on a wind or string instrument. In fact for pianists this is particularly straightforward, as the natural minors starting
on A, E and D all have the same fingering as C major. If developing an understanding of the natural minor is omitted from teaching, many students fail to properly grasp this basic relationship between the major and the relative minor. This can impact the depth of understanding of the harmonic and melodic minors and
why some of the sharps or flats are placed in the key signature and others as accidentals. The question of why the G# in A minor is not indicated in the key signature is often not addressed with any conviction. By introducing the natural minor in the lower grades, students can best begin to hear and appreciate how scalic
patterns really work, rather than simply learning the harmonic and melodic minor scales kinaesthetically by rote as exercises, without fully appreciating or understanding the way they function theoretically and musically. Chapters Minor scales are built from a different collection of intervals. Here is the C minor scale.
Please use a browser that supports Web Audio such as Chrome, Safari, Firefox, or Edge."}> Most people tend to hear minor scales as "sad" or "dark." (Notes with the ♭ (flat) symbols correspond to the black keys on a piano. “B♭” is read as “B flat.”) Make some patterns with the notes in the C minor scale: Please use a
browser that supports Web Audio such as Chrome, Safari, Firefox, or Edge."}> ‹ Previous Next: Adding more notes › The association of musical keys with specific emotional or qualitative characteristic was fairly common prior to the 20th century. It was part of the shared cultural experience of those who made, performed
and listened to music. When Mozart or Beethoven or Schubert wrote a piece in a Ab major, for example, they were well aware of this was the 'key of the grave' and knew that many in their audiences were as well. We lose a part of the meaning of their music if we are ignorant of their affective choices. Although these
characteristics were, of course, subjective, it was possible to conceive of each key as unique because each key actually sounded distinct within unequal temperaments. When equal temperament became the dominant tuning after 1917, the aural quality of every key became the same, and therefore these affective
characteristics are mostly lost to us. (See Piano's Ivory Cage) One of the most influential descriptions of characteristics shared in German-speaking cultures in the late 18th and early 19th century was from from Christian Schubart's Ideen zu einer Aesthetik der Tonkunst (1806): C Major Completely Pure. Its character is:
innocence, simplicity, naïvety, children's talk. C Minor Declaration of love and at the same time the lament of unhappy love. All languishing, longing, sighing of the love-sick soul lies in this key. D♭ Major A leering key, degenerating into grief and rapture. It cannot laugh, but it can smile; it cannot howl, but it can at least
grimace its crying.--Consequently only unusual characters and feelings can be brought out in this key. C# Minor Penitential lamentation, intimate conversation with God, the friend and help-meet of life; sighs of disappointed friendship and love lie in its radius. D Major The key of triumph, of Hallejuahs, of war-cries, of
victory-rejoicing. Thus, the inviting symphonies, the marches, holiday songs and heaven-rejoicing choruses are set in this key. D Minor Melancholy womanliness, the spleen and humours brood. E♭ Major The key of love, of devotion, of intimate conversation with God. D# Minor Feelings of the anxiety of the soul's deepest
distress, of brooding despair, of blackest depresssion, of the most gloomy condition of the soul. Every fear, every hesitation of the shuddering heart, breathes out of horrible D# minor. If ghosts could speak, their speech would approximate this key. E Major Noisy shouts of joy, laughing pleasure and not yet complete, full
delight lies in E Major. E minor Naïve, womanly innocent declaration of love, lament without grumbling; sighs accompanied by few tears; this key speaks of the imminent hope of resolving in the pure happiness of C major. F Major Complaisance & Calm. F Minor Deep depression, funereal lament, groans of misery and
longing for the grave. F# Major Triumph over difficulty, free sigh of relief utered when hurdles are surmounted; echo of a soul which has fiercely struggled and finally conquered lies in all uses of this key. F# Minor A gloomy key: it tugs at passion as a dog biting a dress. Resentment and discontent are its language. G
Major Everything rustic, idyllic and lyrical, every calm and satisfied passion, every tender gratitude for true friendship and faithful love,--in a word every gentle and peaceful emotion of the heart is correctly expressed by this key. G Minor Discontent, uneasiness, worry about a failed scheme; bad-tempered gnashing of
teeth; in a word: resentment and dislike. A♭ Major Key of the grave. Death, grave, putrefaction, judgment, eternity lie in its radius. A♭ Minor Grumbler, heart squeezed until it suffocates; wailing lament, difficult struggle; in a word, the color of this key is everything struggling with difficulty. A Major This key includes
declarations of innocent love, satisfaction with one's state of affairs; hope of seeing one's beloved again when parting; youthful cheerfulness and trust in God. A minor Pious womanliness and tenderness of character. B♭ Major Cheerful love, clear conscience, hope aspiration for a better world. B♭ minor A quaint creature,
often dressed in the garment of night. It is somewhat surly and very seldom takes on a pleasant countenance. Mocking God and the world; discontented with itself and with everything; preparation for suicide sounds in this key. B Major Strongly coloured, announcing wild passions, composed from the most glaring coulors.
Anger, rage, jealousy, fury, despair and every burden of the heart lies in its sphere. B Minor This is as it were the key of patience, of calm awaiting ones's fate and of submission to divine dispensation. Translated by Rita Steblin in A History of Key Characteristics in the 18th and Early 19th Centuries. UMI Research Press
(1983). code@wmich.edu The Solution below shows the D minor scale notes, intervals and scale degrees on the piano, treble clef and bass clef.The Lesson steps then explain how to identify the D minor scale note interval positions, choose the note names, and scale degree names.For a quick summary of this topic,
have a look at Natural minor scale.This step shows the ascending D natural minor scale on the piano, treble clef and bass clef. It also shows the scale degree names for all 8 notes.The D natural minor scale has 1 flat.This minor scale key is on the Circle of 5ths - D minor on circle of 5ths, which means that it is a
commonly used minor scale key.D natural minor scale note namesNote no.Note intervalNote name1tonicThe 1st note of the D natural minor scale is D2D-maj-2ndThe 2nd note of the D natural minor scale is E3D-min-3rdThe 3rd note of the D natural minor scale is F4D-perf-4thThe 4th note of the D natural minor scale is
G5D-perf-5thThe 5th note of the D natural minor scale is A6D-min-6thThe 6th note of the D natural minor scale is Bb7D-min-7thThe 7th note of the D natural minor scale is C8D-perf-8thThe 8th note of the D natural minor scale is DMiddle C (midi note 60) is shown with an orange line under the 2nd note on the piano
diagram.These note names are shown below on the treble clef followed by the bass clef.On the bass clef, Middle C is shown with an orange ledger line above the main 5 staff lines.The stave diagrams above show the scale notes without a key signature, with the sharp / flat adjustments inserted before each note on the
staff.For the key signature of this scale, showing these symbols grouped correctly next to the bass or treble clef symbol at the beginning, have a look at the D natural minor key signature.D natural minor scale degreesNote no.Degree name1D is the tonic of the D natural minor scale2E is the supertonic of the D natural
minor scale3F is the mediant of the D natural minor scale4G is the subdominant of the D natural minor scale5A is the dominant of the D natural minor scale6Bb is the submediant of the D natural minor scale7C is the subtonic of the D natural minor scale8D is the octave of the D natural minor scaleThe difference between
the D natural minor scale and the D major scale is that the 3rd, 6th and 7th note positions of the major scale are lowered by one half-tone / semitone.So whereas the D major scale has notes F#, B, C# for the 3rd, 6th and 7th notes, these notes are lowered to arrive at notes F, Bb, C for this natural minor scale.Audio
downloadsBass Clef:MidiMP3Treble Clef:MidiMP3This step shows the descending D natural minor scale on the piano, treble clef and bass clef.D natural minor scale descendingNo.1234567NoteCBbAGFEDAudio downloadsBass Clef:MidiMP3Treble Clef:MidiMP3This step shows the white and black note names on a
piano keyboard so that the note names are familiar for later steps, and to show that the note names start repeating themselves after 12 notes.The white keys are named using the alphabetic letters A, B, C, D, E, F, and G, which is a pattern that repeats up the piano keyboard.Every white or black key could have a flat(b) or
sharp(#) accidental name, depending on how that note is used. In a later step, if sharp or flat notes are used, the exact accidental names will be chosen.The audio files below play every note shown on the piano above, so middle C (marked with an orange line at the bottom) is the 2nd note heard.Audio downloadsBass
Clef:MidiMP3Treble Clef:MidiMP3This step shows an octave of notes in the key of D, to identify the start and end notes of the scale.The numbered notes are those that might be used when building this note scale.But since this is a scale in the key of D, it is certain that notes 1 and 13 will be used in the scale.Note 1 is
the tonic note - the starting note - D, and note 13 is the same note name but one octave higher.Audio downloadsBass Clef:MidiMP3Treble Clef:MidiMP3This step applies the minor scale note interval pattern starting from D, so that the correct piano keys and note pitches can be identified.The natural minor scale uses the
 W-H-W-W-H-W-W  note counting rule to identify the scale note positions.To count up a Whole tone, count up by two physical piano keys, either white or black.To count up a Half-tone (semitone), count up from the last note up by one physical piano key, either white or black.The tonic note (shown as *) is the starting point
and is always the 1st note in the natural minor scale.Again, the final 8th note is the octave note, having the same name as the tonic note.D natural minor scale No.12345678NoteDEFGAA# / BbCDWhat is the difference between the D natural minor scale and the D major scale ?The 3rd, 6th and 7th note positions (or
scale degrees) of the major scale are lowered by one half-tone / semitone to arrive at the minor scale note positions shown above.Audio downloadsBass Clef:MidiMP3Treble Clef:MidiMP3This step tries to assign note names to the piano keys identified in the previous step, so that they can be written on a note staff in the
Solution section.The 7 unique notes in a scale need to be named such that each letter from A to G is used once only, so each note name is either a natural white name(A.. G) , a sharp(eg. F#) or a flat(eg. Gb).This is needed to ensure that when it comes to writing the scale notes on a musical staff (eg. a bass or treble
clef), there is no possibility of having 2 G-type notes, for example, with one of the notes needing an accidental next to it on the staff (a sharp, flat or natural symbol).To apply this rule, firstly list the white key names starting from the tonic, which are shown the White column below.Then list the 7 notes in the scale so far,
shown in the next column.For each of the 7 notes, look across and try to find the White note name in the Scale note name.If the natural white note can be found in the scale note, the scale note is written in the Match? column.The 8th note - the octave note, will have the same name as the first note, the tonic note.For this
natural minor scale, all notes have a match, and so the Match? column shows the natural minor scale note names.This step shows the notes when descending the D minor scale, going from the highest note sound back to the starting note.For natural minor scales, the notes names when descending are just the reverse
of the ascending names.So assuming octave note 8 has been played in the step above, the notes now descend back to the tonic.D natural minor scale descendingNo.1234567NoteCBbAGFEDAudio downloadsBass Clef:MidiMP3Treble Clef:MidiMP3This step shows the D natural minor scale degrees - tonic, supertonic,
mediant, subdominant, dominant, submediant, subtonic, and tonic.In music theory, each note in this scale has what is called a scale degree name, which describes the relationship of that note to the tonic(1st) note.Scale degree names 1,2,3,4,5,6, and 8 below are always the same for all major and minor scales (ie. 1st
note is always tonic, 2nd is supertonic etc.) , but obviously the note names will be different for each scale / key combination. In the natural minor scale, the 7th note is called the subtonic, and it has a whole tone (two half-tones / semitones, two notes on the piano keyboard) between the 7th and 8th notes in the scale. In
contrast, the D major scale has only one half-tone / semitone separating the 7th and 8th notes, and in this case the seventh note is called the leading note or leading tone, as the 7th note feels like it wants to resolve and finish at the octave note, when all major scale notes are played in sequence. Both the D harmonic
minor scale and D melodic minor scale scales share the same property - having a leading tone, with the major scale.D natural minor scale degreesNote no.Degree name1D is the tonic of the D natural minor scale2E is the supertonic of the D natural minor scale3F is the mediant of the D natural minor scale4G is the
subdominant of the D natural minor scale5A is the dominant of the D natural minor scale6Bb is the submediant of the D natural minor scale7C is the subtonic of the D natural minor scale8D is the octave of the D natural minor scale
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